
Location and Cooperation Partners of Pure Water Theme Park

Our cooperation partners during the development of this park are the following: Järva-Jaani Car Ldt,  

Nordcalc Ldt, Chamber of Estonian Disabled People, NGO Estonian Kinsfolk Care, Estonian University  

of Life Sciences , Tallinn University, Tartu University, Tallinn Technical University, Viljandi Cultural  

Academy by Tartu Unuversity.

The Theme Park is located in Järva and  
Western-Viry county- in Metsamõisa  
farm in Järsi village of Tamsalu community, in Pikavere village 
of Väike-Maarja community and in Ramma village , Järva-Jaani 
community.  Study and hiking trails lie about 10 km around the 
centre in Järva-Jaani, Tamsalu and Väike-Maarja county.

Contact: +372 513 2149 

info@metsamoisa.ee or okokratt@okokratt.ee,  
www.metsamoisa.ee, www.okokratt.ee  
https://www.facebook.com/metsamoisa

Visitation address: Metsamõisa talu, Järsi küla,  
Tamsalu vald, Lääne Virumaa 46007

Pure Water Theme Park (PWTP) focuses on the topic of clean 
water; it is the place where you can get answers to numerous 
questions: how does clean water spring up+ how does life depend 
on clean water? What does the quality of water change from? The 
Theme Park with its centre is situated in Pandivere Upland, in 
Pandivere and Adavere nitrit-sensitive area in Metsamõisa farm.

This Theme Park bears the ideas of Tõnu Ots, a famous Estonian 
psychologist ,“The Creator has hidden the knowledge of the 
world in the nature – it is our duty to find it.“ The services we 
offer to people aim at introducing, using and caring about things 
happening in the surrounding nature.

We introduce different possibilities to use nature for supporting 

your health. We offer nature studies and hiking trips to everybody, 

disabled people included.

People interested in technology can participate 

in energy-reproducing studies as well as in the  

innovative M-studies.In the Theme park you  

can also find the therapeutic Sense Garden  

where you can put into practice your 5 senses  

– seeing, hearing, smelling, feeling , tasting –  

and support your health.

More information about the theme park: 

www.metsamoisa.ee
https://www.facebook.com/metsamoisa
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To Nature and Hiking Enthusiasts

 The Forest Park dates back to the 16th century, consisting of different tree and vegetal species; is accessable also 
by wheelchairs. One can find blooming plants, orchids, hazels, a rowan tree with a 50 cm diametre, a lime tree 
with a „skirt“, birches that are about 150 years old. You can sense signs from former manor times.

 The nature trail has been equipped with information boards and trail points with special 
codes (QR code). One can get extra info about local cultural legends and questions about 
ground water can also be answered. Like a challenge, you can solve some practical tasks.  
The length of nature trails is about 45 km.

 Forest huts can be used for observing and listening  
to nature as well as for staying overnight . 

Student programs for active study 
 PWTP Active study programs of sustainable development follow the  
nature studies’ curriculum for comprehensive schools.

Make yourself familiar with the programs from our webpage  www.metsamoisa.ee/programmid

For People with special needs

 Therapeutic service in the Senses’ Garden and in  
its 6 thematic gardens that helps to develop one’s  
5 senses: seeing, hearing, smelling, feeling, tasting.

 Wheelchair nature track that is located in the Forest  
Park, dating back to the 16th century, with its 
numerous rare nature objects.

Study Centre

 Trainings in the study centre – the school  
building is accessable for people with  
special needs. 

 Rent of stdy rooms

NB! Our homepage (ww. metsamoisa.ee) has been adapted for persons with visual deficiency

For technologically- minded young friends of nature

 Getting to know practical solutions for renewable energy ( sun+wind); a stdy  
for building windmills and solar panels; making steam engines.

 M-stdy – nature study while using smart phones and computers

 The open database of PWTP offers the possibility to save and follow different 
changes about natural objects in time and space entered by our guests.
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